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Visual Streamline FAQ 

 

When I cancelled a Stock Receipt why did it post to inventory with a different cost and post an 
inventory adjustment? 
 

 

If there are transactions other than SR, CSR (with landed cost only),TRN or CTR, then current average cost will be 
used in cancellation and difference will be posted to adjustment gl.  This must be done to keep the inventory sub 
ledger in balance to the inventory GL control account. 

 

If there are no transactions or the above mentioned transactions only, then landed cost will be used in cancellation 
and warehouse average cost will be adjusted and an average cost history record for the cancellation will be created. 

 

When we cancel a receipt that requires we use the current average cost on file, the GL will post an inventory 
adjustment for the difference, as AP Clearing must reverse at the original cost. The inventory adjustment control 
account is used for this adjustment posting.  The average cost detail for the original receipt will remain in the file. 
The inventory transaction history for cancel stock receipts will be the average cost used on the cancellation. No 
record is written to the average cost details for cancellations.   

 

  

Example: 

  OH  $$$$$  ext  Bal       Ave cost 

On hand   10 $1.00  $10.00  10.00  1.00 

Receipt   10  $2.00  $20.00  30.00  1.50 

Sale  - 5 $1.50   -7.50  22.50  current used 

Cancel rec -10 $1.50  -15.00    7.50  current used 

 

Cancellation posting is: 

 

Inventory credit     15.00 

Inventory adjustment     5.00 

AP Clearing   20.00  

 

Report: 

It is up to the customer to do a cost adjustment to bring the costs back in line if necessary.  The Purchase Order 
Processing -> Receiving -> Cancelled Stock Receipts will show all cancel stock receipts within a date range.  It shows 
date cancelled, all info on the Stock receipts register and average cost used.  The difference between the (quantity 
cancelled X original landed) less (quantity cancelled x averaged cost used at cancellation) will be the amount of the 
adjustment posted to the cost adjustments account. 

 

 


